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AMPLIFYING LOVE

ABOUT

Welcome! The fall-winter edition of our catalog is dedicated to LOVE; whether self-love, love of
others, soul love, or universal love, it is all same energy! This publication is designed as a
resource for individuals, organizations, schools, and community agencies desiring to promote
kindness, wholeness, and more love where they live and work.
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WHO IS SOUL PUBLISHING GROUP?
Soul Publishing Group™ is comprised of a
group of educators, authors, counselors,
therapists, facilitators, cultural creatives,
life coaches, and trainers, many of whom
share a work history and background.
Through the ongoing commitment and
mentorship of each others' inner and
outter work, we strive to make love visible.

LOOKING FOR A SOULFUL COACH,
MENTOR OR SPEAKER? WANT TO
PURCHASE BOOKS IN BULK?

Write to us at:
SoulPublishingRequest@gmail.com
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HOW TO LOVE YOURSELF

Our first responsibility in life is to love
ourselves. Once that foundation is laid,
we are able to love others with intense
clarity and perfection than we ever
thought possible. I’ve found that if I’m in a
calm, loving state inside, all my
interactions with others are blissful, and I
see them as the perfect beings they are. If
I’m feeling annoyed, insecure, angry,
frustrated, afraid or “off-center,” all my
interactions with others are shadowed by
my own fog, and I see them as “the cause
of” my unhappiness, or at the very least,
exacerbating it.

How to Love Yourself by Crystal Pirri
1. Know that loving yourself is not selfish; it is the only way you can love others. We’ve all felt
annoyed and stressed about having to take care of someone else while our own needs went
unmet. “Loving” someone else without first loving ourselves isn’t actually loving them – it’s
saddling them with the burden of our annoyance, bad mood, resentment and anger. Only when
we’re in a state of peace and love with ourselves can we truly see clearly to love someone else.
2. Not loving yourself is ego. You're essentially saying. “Others are worthy of my love, but I'm
DIFFERENT. I'm SPECIAL. My human experience means I'm so much worse than every other
person on the planet,” or “I am so special that I have to hold myself to a higher standard. What is
okay for you is not okay for me.” That's not humility (which acknowledges we are all equal,) it's
ego.
3. When you withhold love from yourself, you withhold it from everyone. There is no
separation as far as the universe is concerned. When you have a hard time loving yourself, think
of someone you love. Just as your children deserve love, your family members, your heroes and
sheroes, you deserve that love from yourself, and you are truly withholding it from your most
beloved if you are withholding it from yourself.When you say, “This part of me is unlovable,”
whether you admit it consciously or not, you are passing judgment on that part of everyone else.
What you accept in yourself, you can accept in others. What you love in yourself, you can love in
others.
FULL ARTICLE: https://creativespiritualwomen.com/how-to-love-yourself/
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AMPLIFYING LOVE

JOY BEHYMER
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"How does one describe the endearment
of love? I think love is infinite. Love is
kind. Love is eternal. It is something you
take with you always. It infuses your
soul. It is the highest expression you can
give someone. Love also has the power
to heal."
Joy Behymer is the owner and operator of Massage Essentials in Bristol, Virginia. A
native of Abingdon, she has worked as a massage therapist in collaboration with
other holistic health practitioners for more than 10 years. Prior to that, she worked for
10 years as a registered nurse in the emergency room and on hospital floors serving
surgery, dialysis, orthopedics, chemotherapy, and critical care patients.

Throughout the course of her two careers spent
providing for the health and well-being of her
patients and clients, Joy has carefully observed
the personal struggles and innate strengths that
many of us share. These observations, gleaned
from conversations with patients, clients, family,
and friends and coupled with diligent study and
personal reflection, have given her the unique
insights she shares here on her blog and book,
The Joy Adjustment.

http://joybehymer.com
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JEFF BRUNSON

"Love in the work, work in the love,
and love works on me."
Prior to founding my practice I worked at Allstate Insurance
Company where I had 23 assignments in 15 years. Then and
now, I work across boundaries and levels of reporting to
provide consultative guidance in support of major initiatives;
culture change, succession management, and various
operational migrations.
True leaders come together to nurture the interest required,
to create energy needed back in the organization. My
books and work encourage such trueness and leadership.

http://www.jeffbrunson.com

SARAH CANTER
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"I help people bring more love,
peace, and happiness into the
everyday moments of life."

I have been a middle school teacher for 14 years and I realize as a teacher how
important stress reduction/mindfulness practices are for children, as well as for adults.
This is an area that isn’t focused on enough, yet the benefits that come from these
techniques are endless and powerful!
Through my books and future projects, I hope to help create more awareness of the
importance of holistic health. Our minds are powerful beyond our understanding. We
create our lives and our health through our thoughts and feelings. Learning mindfulness
practices can help create a more balanced life and can make dreams come true! My
books help teach these strategies and promote a healthy, positive mindset.

ANDREW NEWMAN
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I've been training and working in healing and community-building for
many years. I have a deep longing for connection and a passion for
spiritual development that emerged rather surprisingly in my late 20's.
This lead me on an epic adventure of self-discovery during which I
trained at two profound healing schools, graduating from The Barbara
Brennan School of Healing and a qualifying as a Non-Dual Kabbalistic
healer. I have also been actively involved in men’s work through the
Mankind Project since 2006. I've now written 14 books that I hope help
families connect at the end of those hectic days filled with growing,
loving, and learning.

"The first thing people ask me is, "Why do you write kids books"?
My answer is simple. The last 20 minutes of the day are profoundly
important. Conscious Stories bring ease and connectedness to your
bedtime ritual"

JULIE NORMAN

"You are a gift to this world;
an access point for the magic
of love to manifest on Earth
through your healing, growth
and unapologetic selfexpression."
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Julie's focus on the spiritual and energetic
aspects of the yogic system equal to the
physical practice, gives her clients soul
nourishing experiences that empower growth
and healing from a place of self-love which she
believes is essential for both individual and
collective peace. She is the author of 2
volumes of poetry, and teaches and leads
workshops both live and online.
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CRYSTAL PIRRI

"You are the only person
who can truly love you."

My journey to a life of creativity and spirituality has allowed me to reach levels of love and
acceptance I never thought possible. As a result, I’m passionate about helping women
who are on the same trek, and sharing resources, guidance and wisdom with others.
My work integrates tools from many subjects and disciplines. My books and courses
address social emotional learning, leadership, awareness tools, mindfulness, and
resilience training. Learn more and connect at: www.crystalpirri.com

"Together we're creating a sacred
community of women to support each
other fully...connection and support
that many of us long for." Crystal Pirri

MARI PORRATA
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"When you give love, you truly
get it right back, and always, in
the most unexpected ways!"
I am a mother, grandmother, a daughter, a sister, a
friend, a force to be reckoned with as I approach most
things with passion. I love to write. It has at times been
my outlet when things became overwhelming. I hope that
you find some comfort in my words, as I believe we are in
this journey together.

MAYRA PORRATA
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Soulful educator, writer, and publisher, Mayra Porrata works to
promote individual and community flourishing. Her career
spans the fields of business, community/public health,
leadership development,
higher education, education,
mindfulness, and publishing. She is the founder of Soul
Publishing Group, The Flourishing Way, and the author and
co-author of more than a dozen titles and courses that
promote a deeper understanding of our individual and shared
humanity.

"I'm just here to
inspire the light
within (yours and
mine)."

KRISTIE PRETTI-FRONTCZAK
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As an author, speaker, and
educational consultant, I am a
passionate believer in children’s
right to learn through play,
inclusive
classrooms,
and
transformative
professional
development
that
supports
teachers’ wholeness.

"Mindset before methods."
I believe in inclusion. I believe in the future of education. I believe that
children deserve more than what they’re getting and that the teachers are
the key ingredient. Teachers have the most important role in our society
and they are undervalued. It’s time for a {r}evolution!
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ERIC VAIKSNORAS

"Love is the way!"
As a husband, father, teacher, I am constantly in
awe of life.
My blog and this book came to be because of a
tragic death, but I see it as I see myself—beaming
with life. Death taught me an amazing lesson and it
is one I would like to share with you.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND LOVE
EXCERPTED FROM
ACCOUNTABILITY AND LOVE
by Dan Roller
https://whatichoosetoseeblog.wordpress.com
/2018/08/27/accountability-and-love/

Mutual respect without love, I mean, without
LOVE, will never be enough.
So how can we describe this LOVE? I think
about a quote from James Baldwin from the
Fire Next Time, he writes, “Love takes off the
masks that we fear we cannot live without
and know we cannot live within. I use the
word “love” here not merely in the personal
sense, but as a state of being, or a state of
grace . . . in the universal sense of quest and
daring and growth.”Yes it is a very deep
thing. And it is very rich, intense and
complex.

And one more thing hits me about this love
takes me back to a sacred accountability I
have felt and grows inside of me. A sense of
purpose, my life’s purpose, why I am even
here on this planet in the first place. Cornel
West, puts it this way, “Never forget that
justice is what love looks like in public.” Yes
my growing sense and conviction is that my
life is for justice and LOVE.

So what do we want from our accountability
partner? Yes, we need someone to give us
the whatevers, even the howevers, in the
context
of
ongoing
and
committed
relationship characterized by mutual respect
and most of all LOVE.
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The Flow Constant
by Jeff Brunson
Love in the work,
work in the love,
and love works on me.
A quiet morning
and warm Spring rain
reminding of the obligation
to encourage true self,
allowing peace and quiet
at the center;
calmly pushing away
each unnecessary judgment.
This is love.
Quiet. Solid.
Steady and grounded in this
Trueness,
it is a sure stand and steady walk;
it is this grace
given by love
of which we are part.
To place into words,
to define my Trueness,
what words might suffice?
Likely done already, this task
of defining self true,
work done in the very work
that called me out.
Yes, but maybe this work
only opens the door of
consciousness.
So then, what does it look like
walking through, now enjoying
the deeper quiet, peace,
and love?
Maybe this walk is faith,
and maybe hope, leading
to the flow constant
of love.

I AM THAT
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I Am That
by Mayra Porrata
I am that
which sees and senses
the tender spaces
of the human heart;
beauty-loving,
life-observing,
world-belonging,
justice-serving, I am that.
I am that
which rides life rapids
and jumps off places
saying yes to every fall;
soul-affirming,
health-preserving,
truth-confirming,
love-deserving, I am that.
I am that
which photographs the sunrise
noticing the mundane and the glorious,
embracing dark in every light;
memory-making,
art-creating,
community-healing,
light-embracing, I am that.

I am that
which knows true wealth
and that every failure
is a breakthrough.
I am that
which sees herself in you.

UNIVERSAL LOVE

There isn’t a word
It’s more a sound
Of openness opening
Within the heart of all.
Andrew Newman
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FULL ME
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Full Me
by Julie Norman
I’m feeling the pull
of the moon today
Like the sea and the tides
the gravity of Luna
directs my heart
Pointing me towards
places denied
Truth unspoken
Wisdom unlived
Joy undanced
I wonder,
will I ever learn
to be full like her

IN LOVING SERVICE

Colleagues, co-inspiritors, and mentors

CARRY YOUR MESSAGE - Vicki Prussak
JUST BE - Eden Kozlowski
HAZEL TREE INTERIORS - Karen Starr
LIGHTWORKS WONDERS - Kathleen Pichola
NOW CREATIONS - Vince Lisi
PEACE SISTERS -Denise Snyder-Markovich, Jenny Marcovich, Jennifer Maxwell
ROUND RIVER CONSULTING - Katie Fry
TRULY CONNECTED COUNSELING- Jody Pittner

Kathleen Pichola

LOVE THROUGHOUT THE LIFESPAN

For bulk or wholesale ordering please use our CONTACT form or email us at:
SoulPublishingRequest@gmail.com

COMMITTED TO:
WHOLENESS
COMMUNITY
LOVE

This catalog, published twice yearly, is designed as a resource for all. We encourage its
sharing with friends, families, and colleagues and thank you in advance for helping to amplify
its energy and message!

To order books or digital resource licenses, please
email: SoulPublishingRequest@gmail.com
Connect via social media:

